Accelerate digital
transformation with
cloud migration and
modernization
The modern enterprise is changing.
Organizations are on a digital transformation
journey to enable new and improved business
models, provide enhanced user experience
and stay relevant in the market by adopting
hybrid and multicloud environments.

A successful execution
of a journey to a multicloud
ecosystem ensures
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Adoption of appropriate
hybrid multicloud
platforms for various
workloads / applications,
by partnering with right
cloud providers (IBM Cloud,
AWS, Azure, Google Cloud,
etc) for the right mix of
cloud services

Modern application
development using
cloud-native architecture
and next-gen technologies
like containerization,
microservices, serverless
computing, cognitive
analytics, AI, IoT, machine
learning, blockchain, etc.
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An efﬁcient multicloud
operating model driving
optimized next generation
service management
processes

Accelerated transformation
of IT landscape resulting
in improved time
to market, agility, and
digitized enterprise

Yet less than 20%
of enterprise workloads
have moved to cloud. Why?
Today’s multicloud reality presents
new opportunities, as well as new challenges.

86%

82%

wants to restructure parts
or all of the key monolithic
applications into
microservices

Only

Connectivity between
clouds is a primary
concern

41%

73%

have multicloud
management strategy

Movement between
cloud is a primary
concern

IDC Developers and Cloud Survey, September 2018;
IBM IBV Study 2018, IBM MD&I; BCG and McKinsey research

What’s preventing rapid migration and modernization
of the remaining 80% workloads?
Migration projects are not executed with the
expected speed and in a simpliﬁed manner

Unique workload needs – compliance,
security, location - requires more choice

Businesses expect a modular service with
predictable prices from their IT partners

Lack of necessary skills – how do you
prioritize and deliver modernization

Outdated processes and supporting
systems hinders modernizations –
hard to connect and manage

Critical and high business impact application
migrations must be addressed without
disruption to business

Every organization’s journey to cloud is unique and it must be tailored
to address their unique business requirements. Around 54% executives
say that they lack guidance or strategic partner in their journey to cloud.
Assembling Your Orchestra, The IBM Institute for Business Value

A real world look at multicloud

Rapid advancement in enabling technologies
have spawned new horizons for application
modernization

Public Cloud
and SaaS

Private Cloud

$438B in 2020

Dedicated
Cloud

Cloud

Agile/ DevOps

Microservices

Containers

APIs

Low-code
platforms

$609B in 2020
18-20 CAGR 18%

18-20 CAGR 15%

Traditional IT
$640B in 2020
18-20 CAGR -9%

IBM guides businesses through transition to cloud
computing and embrace digital transformation:
IBM partners with clients to migrate and modernize applications to a secure, scalable, modular,
end-to-end multicloud platform and transform workloads based on differentiating method and toolkit.
Our Cloud Migration and Cloud Modernization services drive value for our clients:

IBM Garage Method:

Application Disposition:

The IBM Garage
Method for Cloud
provides a prescriptive
approach based on
industry best practices

Deﬁnes the right dispositions
for the applications based
on value versus effort
considerations

Multicloud Capabilities with
Security:
Help clients to adopt
multicloud platforms
that are best suited
for speciﬁc workloads
with a speciﬁc focus on
security and operability

Leading-edge
Technologies:
Transforms by
leveraging
"state-of-the-art"
technologies like
containers, automation,
integration with AI,
cognitive capabilities and
orchestration platforms

IBM makes it easier to move to the cloud today, without compromising visibility or control. Explore more on
cloud migration and modernization of applications at https://www.ibm.com/services/cloud/migration,
schedule a free consultation with an IBM Services expert.
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